Oral Surgery for the General Dentist is written specifically for the general dental practitioner. This step-by-step clinical manual illustrates general, everyday oral surgical procedures and provides the knowledge to perform these procedures with competency.
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Customer Reviews

Great reference for the general dentist. Wish there were more extraction techniques for non-third molar teeth. Would also like more techniques other than "reflect, create a purchase point with a round bur, extract the tooth". Although that may work in a lot of cases, other techniques would be helpful, especially in a reference book such as this. The actual amount of this book dedicated to extractions is very small. The rest is dedicated to other surgeries (tori removal, cysts, soft tissue, etc.). I also thought several of the cases are too advanced (too much liability?) for most general dentists. Unless there are no oral surgeons within 500 miles, i'm not sure how many general dentists would tackle some of the pathology presented in this book. Overall a good book, could be better.

This is a quick read with illustrations which are very helpful. Principles of OS are continually repeated which give the reader an understanding to draw on when confronted with challenging cases. Covers the meat and potatoes needed by the general dentist without extraneous information found in other OS textbooks which may be more appropriate for the specialist. Most focus is on
exodontia.

It came very quickly and the pictures are clear and book is descriptive. But it's mostly pictures. It's useful for refreshing procedures you've seen before.

Very informational and a great reference.
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